Noon Debate

RTAN DAILY

Melvin H. Nliller. professor of law
enforcement and administration, and
Eugene lifernadial, assistant professor of hunt:unties, nil! debate "Is
Acade
Freedom Being Abmwd,"
today at 12:30 on Seenth Street in
the first of this semester’s Oxford
I Mon Debate Series sponsored by the
speech Department.
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Classic Film Series
Tonight’s movie -without -popcorn is
"Los Olividados." The classic film will
be shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium
at 3:30 and 7 p.m. Admission is free.
The flick is an examination of juvenile delinquency in the slums of Mexico.
The series is sponsored by the College
Union Program Board.
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Mage Charges
Dean Gunderson
With Censorship
By DALE SMILEY
Daily Staff Writer
David T. Mage, assistant professor
of chemical engineering and president
of the American Federation of Teachers ( AM, has leveled charges of censoring and "unethical actions" against
Norman 0. Gunderson, Dean of the
School of Engineering.
Dean Gunderson, according to Mage,
has intentionally failed to distribute
within the department prepared notices
of a San Jose appearance of Angela
Davis, the UCLA assistant professor of
philosophy whose recent firing by the
U(’ Board of Regents on the grounds
that she is a member of the Communist Party has been overruled by a
Los Angeles Superior Court judge.
Miss Davis’ local visit, sponsored
by AFT in collaboration with other
local campus groups, is scheduled for
this Friday, 8 p.m. at Roosevelt Junior
High School.
Gunderson had dismissed the printed
announcements as not pertinent to the
School of Engineering, because it is
not the department’s policy to hand
out such notices.
Mage contends that the issue is
"vital" to all educators, departmental
boundaries notwithstanding.
College administrators and those in
authority, says Mage, "have been telling us to obey the rules or get out. Yet
the same officials feel they are over
and above the laws.
"How can we hold ourselves up to
the students as ethical professionals
when we condone and perpetuate unethical actions."
Mage stresses the importance of rooting out the sources of unethical practices "wherever we find them.
"The students are losing respect for
those of us who fail to stand to be
counted on vital issues which concern
us all."

Weather
By Radio Peking. Rotten rain-mongering expansionist -imperialist low
pressure arras of the Nest will continue to be shunted to the north by
the thoughts of Mao and by the fact
that they weren’t taming this way
anyway. The resinionist temperature
forecast, 75 with a pall of decadent
smog. AR.

Langan Requests Restoration
Of Canceled Honors Convocation
By JIM DOURGARIAN
Daily Political Writer
The Honors Convocation Committee,
with the support of Associated Students I A.S.( President Bill Langan, is
asking for the re-instatement of the
Honors Convocation for this year.
The program was cancelled last year,
according to Langan, :iecausa the Dick
Miner administration said that the
committee planning the convocation
lacked an appropriate amount of student representation.
However, according to Langan, Convocation Chairman Dr. 0. C. Williams
would welcome increased student participation.
NON-GOVERNMENTAL
Apparently the only reason the
committee lacked student membership
was that it is non -governmental. The
committee is currently made up of two
students and seven faculty, though one
If the two student positions is open.
Also in Langan’s and the committee’s

plan is the re-instatement of the January graduation ceremonies.
The 1967-68 school year was the last
time the Honors Convocation took
place at SJS.
Dr. Williams, professor of English
and humanities program coordinator,
is asking about $2,000 for the happening.
He is asking SJS’ Public Relations
Office for $500-700 for a speaker at
the event and the A.S. for $720 to pay
his transportation and expenses, plus
miscellaneous items.
Director of Business Affairs, Glen E.
Guttormsen, has been asked for $760
from his office to pay for the printing
of programs for the event, and a special
Issue of the Daily.
This budget is the same that was
asked for during the last convocation.
According to Langan, another reason
the Miner administration objected to
the event was that state and academic
funds should support the convocation
Langan is quick to point out that

Last Chance To Get Name
Jose Greco Will Appear In ’69-’70 Student Directory
JOSE GRECO

. Spanish Dance Master

Friday in College Union
Jose Greo,, the famed Spanish
dancer, will appear at SJS in a lecturedemonstration Friday night at 8:15 in
the Ballroom of the College Union.
Greco was born in a small village in
Montorio. Italy of Spanish-Italian parentage. As a small boy, he displayed an
intense interest and enthusiasm for
all Spanish culture, and especially in
the medium of Spanish music and
dancing.
The whiplash movements of lightning
speed on the dance floor has given
Jose Greco his unique reputation of
blending "fire and ice."
Accompanying Senor Greco will be
Nana Lorca, his prima ballerina; Roger
Marchado, pianist, and Gino Dauri, lead
guitarist.
In his discussion -demonstration, Jose

Greco performs as well as explains the
dynamic patterns of the dances of
Spain.
Admission is free. The event is being
sponsored by the College Union Program Board.

Canadian History Talk
Dr. Joseph Boudreau, associate professor of history and generally acknowledged as one of the Bay Area’s
leading Canadian historians, will discuss Peter C. Newman’s "Nation Divided: Canada and the Coming of
Pierre Elliot Trudeau" today at 12:30
in the Umunhum Room of the new College Union.

Today is the last day for SJS students to make sure they do not become
just a folded, bent, or mutilated computer card with a seven digit number.
Today’s the last day for students to
come out in the open and leave their
incognito days behind.
Today’s the last day to get your
name in the 1969-70 student directory.
In order to obtain up-to-date information with which to prepare the new
directory, the Student Affairs Business
Office has prepared cards for students
to fill out and deposit in boxes on
Seventh Street, in the College Union,
in the College Food Services areas,
or in a school or departmental office.
The directories will be printed at no
cost to the college (Sr the student and
will be available, free, on or about
Nov. 15.

In the future, the data and student
authorization will be collected as part
of the registration procedure.

only one-third of A.S. money will be
spent on the event.
"I agree that the Honors Convocation
should be a joint financial venture.
Student monies should not be expected
to support the whole program.
ALL HAVE ROLE
"Marching band, Honors Convocation,
January graduation ceremonies and the
like all have their role on a college
campus," Langan continued.
Langan says the re-instatement (4
the convocation is a product of a "new
type of liberal" at SJS. He says this
new liberal is the type that does not
hate athletics, awards or convocations
because they are traditional, but appreciates them because "they belong
on our campus."
The convocation is scheduled for
Friday, May 1.

Long Agenda Today
For Council Meeting
Student Council faces a long agenda
at 3:30 today in council chambers on
the third floor of the College Union.
Items on the agenda include setting
of election dates, I3ob Kelley’s report
on housing discrimination, space allocations for foreign students organizations, and requests for funds for January graduation ceremonies and a Dec.
12 Chicana Day.

Sparta Week Planned
Sparta Week, this year’s answer to
Homecoming, will be launched Nov. 17
and conclude Nov. 22 with the SJSUniversity of the Pacific football game.
That’s the word from Greg Peterson,
assistant to Associated Students (AS.)
President Bill Langan, who said plans
include a street dance after the 1:30
p.m. football game and a bonfire the
night before.
The homecoming queen, however.
will be selected before the Nov. 1 game
with the University of New Mexico.

Peterson said invitations will be sent
to all living centers and interest grouta
this week.
Any organization not receiving an
invitation to enter a woman for homecoming queen should contact the student government offices on the third
floor of the College Union this week.
Deadline for applications irs noon
Monday.
A panel of judges will select the
finalists at 8 p.m. Monday in council
shambers.

More Cars Mean Fewer Spaces

Student Parking ’Roulette’ Woes To Become More Complex
By BONNIE GREENWELL
Are you tired of playing parking roulette
for 30 minutes every morning before you
get to class?
Do you hate jogging three miles a day to
school even though your doctor didn’t say
it would be good for you?
Do you feel like a wreck in a used car
factory surrounded by 15,000 automobiles
that have no place to go?
Cheer up, luv
.
You may as well adjust yourself now,
because for a while things are only going
to get worse.
No one knows exactly how many students
are driving to school this semester. The computer hasn’t released the information yet.
But last spring the enrollment was about
19,500, according to records in the Housing
Office, and at least 11,803 students commuted.
In addition, 2590 lived in residence halls,
Greek houses and approved housing near
campus. Probably at least 1000 of these
owned cats. In addition there were more
than 2000 employees and at least 1500 of
them drove to work.
Last spring when there were 20 per cent
fewer students enrolled at SJS, the number of cars rolling in and out of the area
several times a week was pretty close to
14,303.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that
about 16,000 motorists are fighting for parking spaces this semester.
How many parking spaces do we presently
have for 16,000 cars?
You know the answer will be a preposterous figure, don’t you?
There are 2000 spaces in the parking
garage.
There are 727 spaces on small lots scat-

tered around campus, reserved for employees.
There are approximately 2000 spaces on
streets within a six block radius (excluding
parking meter spaces.)
There is two-thirds of a block of dirt between Ninth and Tenth Streets on San Fernando, which should hold about 350 cars.
(However, a count made by the campus security force on Oct. 7 indicated 900 cars
parked there.) This lot, identified by large
signs which read "Park at your own risk -the state of California will not be responsible," will be gone by November when construction begins on the new six-level garage
which will stand on the spot.
The grand total? Today-- 5627 spaces. To4727.
morrow
STATE ATTEMPT
According to Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive dean, the state tries to have one parking space for every two R to 5 full-time students (based on a full-time equivalency
which is determined by adding up part-time
students to equal full-time students.) Our
full-time equivalency right now is around
17,000. This would require at least 8500
parking spaces for students. plus the number needed for employees 11600 permits were
sold to them this year). This totals 10,100
parking spaces.
All of the state colleges have some parking
lots. Some have big open parking spaces
because they have lots of open land. Others
have tall narrow garages because they have
little land. One thing they all have in common is the fees they pay.
These fees are contributed to a State
College Parking Lot Fund, from which the
money is drawn to build more lots. A priority system is established In determine which
st atqnon oqj, Tam un pararq aq 01 pascal
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everyone needs.
Plans for our new parking garage, which
will open a year from spring, were laid several years ago. The funds were earmarked
for the project long before work began. The
general tightening of funds for college projects since the Reagan administration can’t
affect this particular project. It will house
2000 cars.
There are no other firm plans for garages
or lots as part of the campus, although there
are tentative projections. Future building
probably will eliminate much street parking
and some employee lots.
Five years ago the college wanted to buy
land along Fourth Street in order to build
another garage. The state wouldn’t purchase
the property so the college approached the
San Jose Redevelopment Agency to discuss
ways of meeting mutual needs. According to
Dean Burton, whose office coordinates all
campus planning, these meetings led to an
agreement between the two agencies and
a private development firm called SAGA SCOPE in Menlo Park. They plan to build
a multi -level college related community in
a two-block area between Third and Fourth
Streets, which will be connected to the Redevelopment Agency’s eight block San Antonio Project.
SAGA -SCOPE hopes to build a model college community showplace to sell their ideas
to other campuses. They are creating similar
developments at UCLA and in Hawaii, according to Dean Burton. The project next
to KIS will include several levels of parking.
much of it for residents but with 1400 spaces
to be sold to the State for use by the college.
There also will be an underground shopping mall, a high-rise community with a 30-

story student residence tower and a 20-story
apartment tower, and recreational facilities
Including a meeting hall and possibly a swim
ming pool. The residence area, housing 2000,
will some day be connected to the campus
via a ramp which leads directly onto the
quad over the spot where the old science
building now stands.
The San Antonio project should begin in
1970 and is slated to be completed in 1972.
Other parking related plants, sketched into
the campus master plan but as yet uncoilfirmed and unfunded, include:
Putting underground parking beneath the
new Men’s Gym, a building at least five
years away. Exact location of the new gym
is undetermined.
UNDERGROUND PARKING?
Lowering San Carlos Street 20 feet, or
building a street over it in order to create
a lot below that would hold several hundred
cars. The planning for this is very sketchy,
and Dean Burton believes the city would
have to finance building over the street, a
possibility that seems remote at this time.
Obviously, the college is not going to have
10,000 parking spaces soon, if ever. Even if
funds were immediately available, the land
isn’t, and many new buildings will be needed
more than parking lots if enrollment continues to increase.
Administrators have been fighting parking
problems for a long time, and it was hoped
when the residence halls wen.. built a lot of
commuter-strain would he relieved. Similar
wistful thinking follows the San Antonio
Project.
There is also optimism that if and when
rapid transit becomes a reality there will he
a station near campus and many commuters
will stop driving.

Two specific groups making efforts to improve existing facilities are the All-Campus
Parking Committee, and the Office of Auxiliary Enterprises, which manages all selfsupporting projects on campus.
The Parking Committee will set policy
and controls for parking, try to solve specific parking problems, and discuss ways to
acquire more parking spaces, according to
Marshall Miller, an elementary education
professor who is committee chairman. He
suggested the possibility of approaching the
city for help in creating more on -street parking, or increasing parking meter allowances
to three hours near campus.
Bill Allison, manager of the Office of Auxiliary Enterprises, keeps data on parking
lots and spaces. He says par-king is also a
problem at Spartan City, and at the airport where aeronautics students attend some
classes.
One idea he has for adding a few more
spaces is to approach land owners near campus about leasing some of their property in
order to build a few small lots. He also wants
to improve the traffic flow in the garage
and says there may be a study concerning
the feasibility of having modern electronic
equipment to feed information to the front
gate telling where spaces are available.
There are no quick and easy solutions.
Generations of students have been harrassed
with commuter problems on this campus.
There is simply not enough land for 24,000
persons and 16,015) cars. One frustrated
teacher calls his parking permit a hunting
license. Others are trading in sedans for
Hondas or bicycles.
There has to he a unique irony in an age
when man can fly to the moon hut must still,
like his grandfather. trudge several miles a
day in order to get to school.
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(*Satire, muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS

Editorial

Those were real salt-water tears spilling
into the dark sun glasses worn on the faee
Ill Jim NIeNlasters. Frula die
, 5510.11
Ile delivered his dramatic statement of
"total
tandidaty."
Nevertheless Jim AltMasters is not yet
out of the A.S. Presidency race! Ile is
stilt
r
g! He was r lllll
when lie
made his speech. and he was campaigning
even as those hot little tears smoked-tip
the insides of his (lark sun glasses!
Hark! Before AluNlasters started his
speech, this writer led the College Union
audieme of student politicians and press
in an ice breaking no I of applause for
MeNlasters.

Important Decision
San J11,-e State ftiotImIl players.
whether they know it 111’ 1101, are about
to make a ery important decision.
They will decille. through their actions
as a teaii . just vs here they stand on the
issue of racism and 11111111M rights.
Fourteen Black A yoming football
players la -t week were dismissed from
the team and relieed of their scholar.
ships for wearing black armbands into
their coach’s office. symbolizing their
protest concerning Brigham Young
Unkersity’s Mormon tie-. BYI. was
Wyoming’s opponent la,t weekend.
SJS
nest. San .1 1151.*, football team
must now decide if they will play Wyoming. a sehool and state that has
grip-1y ii%er reacted to a harmless protest action.
bilar41 Of trustees.
The utlicr-ity
as well a, the -tate goernor. have
taken the ,ide of the Wyoming football roadI. If the SJS team plays Saturday. in the light of these harsh and
uncalled for penalties imposed upon
the Blacks, they are doing nothing
more than condoning this repressive
yonting attion.
Ii leally. I If course. the school and the
go% ermir will lift the so -pension and
reinstate all rights and benefits hack
to the fourteen athletes.
If this is not done. the Daily feels
that the next logical action would be
for the W lute VtyllIlling football players to re 1.11S1. (11 play SJS this Saturday
unless all their fellow teammates are
also playing.
The Daily fe.l..trongly that the initial action Of reinstatement or protest
should come from within Wyoming itself.
The coach. the school president. the

Staff Comment

’War Absurd’
Its 1.1{1If; FA
1t a time
111,11111e

1 Ile

10 1111 e
behavior.
hr win re its all g g to

11,11
1/5 I iii

%11110l1,
111

.1,111,

Allier-kali

iiia
11111.
A1111 i II ili111011 of all living forms is in5 till if we etintinue in the same mis
lurilil rour-e that WI. ha 1. pursued
throughout Iii-iiiry.
that a man isn’t a man unless Ile ..1.001.; 111/ :11111 fights for W11411 111.
lichen.- ha- afflictcil human thought since
before recorded 111-tory. This shine belief
is what has thwarted ’peace efforts.
peace it ill remain a charred dream
unless people take a long look at the psy
chological mechanisms tt ithin I 114111 which
cause v iolenee.
Peace isn’t going to occur II% eliding one
riot. It has to start with the
war or
hulk i dual
ar -tumid be ended. It’s
1114’ ’II ietriain
ilil ali-iird star. 111 ss.ir are alpotril. Everyone 11,1-. forgotten ’.t In 1 111. %/41.re started
they end.
by the
hy are wi ill ietinion? Are we pro’st
tecting the ’1 it-litanies*. from c
aggressi tttt ? Define copal1111 lust aggression.
Where will the next war be after Vietnam? Why does there have to he’ a next
war?
Violence only breeds violence. And violence is twisted fear: fear that someone
might not think you’re a man if you don’t
stand iip and fight for what you believe.
Why can’t a person use reason instead of
forte: tact in -lead of anger: logic instead
of stubborties-: compassion instead of
hate?
Net time you feel like sewing anger
through physital violence. ask yourself
why.
If enough people eati overcome violence
within theiii-eli..-. then perlivp. we will
one ’lay have peace. At least it’s * hope.

lot al

Iniard of trustees and the gosertior
base stepped completely out of I tttttt ids
in denying the students the right to
peacefully protest. This occurred days
before the actual game against Int a
school operated by a churtli that has.
in writing. laws which limit how far
Blacks can aikanve in the church
hierarchy.
If no form of protest tiiiiies front
i,
Ysithin the state
11p 10 SJS tii dennonstrate its disappros al of the treatment gien the Black
players.
Whether it he from the Burns administration. Coach 111e111tillen and his
staff. or the entire SJS foinball team
as a unified body. San Jose. and the
State of California. must demonstrate
its contempt against the "11111411111W11111ising. unjust and totally v. rtitig action."’
to quote tlit A y inning Student Senate.

SPONTANEOUS BURST

ur Vt ynming. own it

’ro play till I niversity of W pooling
this Saturday, and es en then only part
(if the teani. would mean S.IS must put
itself in a position of accepting the
penalties imposed upon the ftiotball
players. In light of these unjust and
unfair penalties. this actitin can only
B.C.
I.
do harm to our scl

"If only there’d been a Vietnam moratorium five years ago ..."

Thrust and Parry

Wyoming Game; Band
Letter front Wyoming
Editor:

A rare phenomenon occurred here in Laramie yesterday: an all-white football game between two universities, Brigham Young and
Wyoming. As a 1.1W faculty member and a San
Jose alumnus 119561. I’m writing this letter
to tell you what happened and why SJS probably will play against a lily-white Wyoming

District, has been asked, and has accepted, an
invitation to perform at our Homecoming football game on Nov. 1.
We wish to make it a traditional feature of
SJS game entertainment, that good high
school bands represent the visiting universities. You will always have an open invitation
to perform at any of our future games, should
you ever want to try it again. Once more,
my sincerest apologies for Saturday night’s
error.

team this coming Saturday.

These details were reported at several faculty gatherings here - I believe them to be
true: On Friday, 14 black members of UW’s
football squad, wearing black arm bands,
went to Coach Lloyd Eaton to ask him what
form of protest they could make against
BYU’s racial policies during Saturday’s game.
Without giving them any opportunity to initi-

ate this discussion, Coach Eaton announced
that they were all permanently dismissed
from the team, refused to hear any statements
from thorn And ,11.,zested that they could all
go back

hat’s happening at the new College
Lni llll ? "’Co there and find out for yourleo you
self." is %hat I might tell
probably wouldn’t any 5510, 5(1 1 gut-sIiIuhI
just hart’ to read it here.
First, there is soniething that you must
it is
VS 111 1/1.111.1..
see with your own
the new carpet designed or picked out or
whale’. en by interior decorator Blair
From my own eviirriences. it gist’s
111e 11eadilelleS. But don’t ’alkyl’ 1111.4 just
read what other people have 111141 111 say.
When I asked former graduate representative on Student Co lllll il, Andy \lcDonald. 5% hut he thought of it. lie said. I
gel

ert igo.-

also asked me 111 Cheek 11111 the
liability of the llll ion as uheelchair students such as Andy hate a rough time oil
the carpet because it gist’s electrical shocks.
lie also states that as a he philiae he
self and bleed to death.
1
might
Audrey% also %mild like to put a il-Situil
declaring
lit-lore Student I:
114111
Day."
"Bring A Dog to the 11.1
’hilt Will hell)," Andy says.
110551’s Cr. not all ii. hail. Richard, the
tillions dog, finds the carpettth floor much
at the
i.4.111
more to his liking 1111111
mii llll .
pper division representative 1111 emitted.
Terry Speizer, says of the carpet. "If I
was haying trouble seeing before. I’d lie
blind by now. I was having trouble uith
the emitrast on my TV set :Ind noiv it’s
carried over to everyday life."
Slitli is the excitement at till. College
Union: a carpet. Howeser, mire in a while
an occasional letter from former A.S.
Treasurer Dave Aikman lightens up the
scene.
(in a more academie note. the 111.W S111.
111111 I:011111’11 chamber. are beautiful. It
ham 55111111 !minding. a blackboard. bulletin
boards, a podium and even a press table!
’11.1 be with all this estitement going on
11155, 111111’1. A11/11111, 1%111 go over ii, the
union and maybe 1‘%1.11 Sit in on their
ernmental meetings (i.e., eouncil and jui’
.1111.111 meet 111,...1
But probably not.
:tinily

That II I. i\\", President Carlson and
Wyoming’s
nor Hathaway went to diseuss the issue with Coach Eaton at his home.
In the early hours of the next morning, the
University’s Board of Trustees decided to concur with the coach’s decision.
Later that morning the Student Senate
passed a resolution condemning the actions of
Eaton and the Board of Trustees, urging the

reinstatement of the 14 Black athletes, and
threatening to freeze student funds allocated
to the Athletic Department lover $100,000 per
annum over which the student body has no
real control).
An emergency session of the Faculty Senate
was held today; all conceined parties were
invited to attend. Coach Eaton and our Athletic Director refused this invitation. After a
brief discussion, the Senate moved to form a
committee to investigate the matter and adj411111101. Apparently, no further action can be
eviiecti,1 liefore UW’s Itomeemning Game with
San Jose State,

George Day
AW411elate

Professor Of Mathematics,
University of Wyoming

’Poor Tinting’
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following letter was sent to
Jerry Snyder, band director of Piedmont Hills
High School, by SJS Band Director Roger S.
Muzzy.
Editor:

Parental:
ThisII Sat uolay night, Oct. 18, your
hand Wa, present and represented Arizona
slate iTw,rsity at the game between San
Jose Si II, and ASU. In my 14 years as Dicertor of Kinds here, we have never had high
school bands march at half-time, and my staff
and I felt that we should take the incentive to
help in developing better rapport with the
local school systems.
Unfortunately, our first effort with a high
school hand never got off the ground. We are
deeply sorry for the inconvenience caused by
our poor timing. The East Side Union High
School Distriet has a fine music program, and
Dear Jerry. Itanikelea and

1 can understand and appreciate the effort of
the students and the director with extra reharsals, etc. Our entire organization appreciated your appearance, and was impressed by
the band’s musicality.
We did offer to let the Piedmont Hills hand
march at post -game, and we would have made
announeements over the public address system
had Pal wished to march. I can understand,

what with morale being low after the missed
half-time show, why you would not have liked
to march. Aecoldingly, all visiting hands will
now mare’) first :0 half-time to insure that
.f.i it
Silver Creel.
meat
High Selasil, a new sehod in the East Side

Roger S. Mussy
Director of Bands

Guest

’Don’t Play’
By JAMES EDA ARDS
Last week, during the Vittilitin Mora.
many people ei11111. together to
protest a vicious 111111 immoral war. People
are beginning to 4.1,4 411111 S11111011,1 ill part go.
ticular, that war and racism
This week, 14 Black iithletts on the
g football team had
University of Wy
their scholarships taken away for protesting the known racist policies of
Black people and students take a stand
on the issue because they realize that it is
simply an extension of why we’re in Vietnam, and also represents our traditional
way of handling domestic problems.
l’hey also recognize that we send troops
all over the world to bring freedom and
justice to other countries, but when it
romps to bringing jiistice to people here at
home the system has no resi lllll se.
This is because it is traditional to deal
with Black people through the past institutionalize(i manner. And that way is this:
protest is stifled immediately, no one can
rectify the problem I or won’t), and we
have "legal contracts" which can’t be
broken. All of these rtasons work for the
perpetuation of the problem and not for
the alleviation of it.
It is very evident there is no justice for
Blacks in Wyoming. The student hotly is
against them, Sc) is the coach, the alumni,
the student government, the trustees, the
mayor and 1111‘ governor. One can S1.1. 1 hilit
to know
")011 11011’1 need a wiathermaii
which way the wind blois-s."
’Ile system, as legitimized by the political process in this country. has again effectively stopped efforts of Black people to
an rights.
gain their 1
When one looks at this grand assortment
of racists. segregationists, fools, hackies.
idiots, knuckleheads, buffoons and assorted
thugs, one can very easily see why we face
the domestic crisis we face today. There
must be vigorous action, such as that in
the ll ratolitim. if we are to defeat racism,
al.
()seri, covert and ilIsililul
g We still not leWe WOW 11’11 W y
participating in a
gitimize their iller
athfootball game, and thereby gise
letes bargaining powtr to rectify their
grievances.
1111111 I11:11 WV lllll
A
torittill.

It was a g I natured, tensely expectant,
yet, spontaneous burst of recognit’
MO I
applause for a person who had won both
the envy and the admirat’
of his fellow
political opponents. And if it wasn’t really
admirae for the person of Jim Mc.
Masters, then it certainly hail to be the
release of subconscious amazement at what
the fellow had done to the "Dick Miller’
Dave Aikman Machine" during last
spring’s elections.
Set, there stood NIcMasters, nervous,
slightly disjointed: his forced grin telegraphing to close observers) that what he
had to say was as significant and important
as it was both diffieult and revealing....
For there had been rumors, whispers,
signs. johingunexpectedunexplainable rumors, whispers and signs that Jim Iklelklastens would not run in his own "run-uff
election" or new election at that! And all
at oncefrom the urgency played by the
lines on his faceone could tell Jim Me.
Masterswas about to verify those rumors!
SELF-RENUNCIATION
But by the time Jim MeMasters hall
finished his selfrenunciation and had
turned to walk away., this writer was the
first to lambast and harpoon McNlasters
. . . driving the shaft gut deep as the apthe naive and the
plause of respect fr
true-believers died down.
For Jim %M asters was 1101 -tt out of
the A.S. Presidency race! lie nas still
r llllll ing! Ili vvas r
g as lit made his
speech. and he was campaigning even as
those hot little ttiirs smoked up tin. insides
of his ilark sun glasses!
From the day the campaign starttql last
spring and up to now, MeMasters has been
plagued with as he put it) making the
"wrong decisions," committing errors in
"judgment" and note Bob Kelley and
Rob Foss, his ill-chosen ticket mates, his
Good Guys--"trusting and placing faith
in the wrong people."
COUIDN’T WIN
(We’ll overlook for now the fact that he
couldn’t win another election, and that be
WilS ripe and ready a week ago to grab the
reins of A.S. government with Foss and
Kelley at his side in the event College
President Hobert Burns handed McMasters
an inauguration message.)
And so now it has happened. Jim has
made his "Checkers" speech I ala Riehard
M. Nixon). his "Chappaquiddick" speech.
(ala Ted Kennedy).
Yes, Jim AlcAlasters has delivered his
"I’ve hten a load, bad ’Good -Guy; folks,"
speech ... and even now, as he wipes away
those crusty little tears from his dark smt
glasses, he is still in the race for A.S. President, personally commanding a "Draft
C I Old Jim M. \fasters"
4111’111 front
mull of the nibble of his rapidly er Ming
base of support.
That’s my bet. Any takers? Tendo.one
tultls ... in jelly beaits or lemon drops.
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Interested in a stimulating, intellectual environment? Interested in meeting top professors on an informal, personal
basis? If you are a male student with 30 or more units of 3.0, you are invited to join Tau Delta Phi, San Jose State’s
oldest honorary fraternity. If you are among the 1200 eligible students, please attend the "Smoker" in your honor on
Wednesday, October 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe Room of the New Student Union. If you plan to attend, pick up
a free ticket at the Student Affairs Business Office by October 27. Below is a random sample of eligible students
(if your name is not here, don’t be disturbed, we can only afford a 1/2 page ad).
Abby, Paul Martin
Abellera, Thomas, Jr.
Abinanti, Ross Louis
Abreu, Kenneth Ernest
Ackland. Alan Howard
Adams, Dane Michael
Aiello, Manuel Anton
Aikman, Dave Lynn
Ainsworth, Kent Patti
Akamichi, Lee
Akers, Joe Lee
Almassy, Richard Jose
Almond, John Herbert
Alsbury, Richard Tyne
Ames, Roger Scott
Amyx, Richard Alan
Anaya, Robert Keith
Anderson, Anthony Arc
Anderson, Einar Eric
Anderson, Robert Doug
Belles, Peter William
Barbara, Emmanuel
Barker, Raymond W.
Barnes, Roy John
Barnett, Joe Morris
Baror.i, Richard A.
Barr, Donald Edwin
Barry, Eugene
Barsotti, Charles Geo.
Barth, Edward Louis
Bartlett, Michael S.
Barton, Clark Randolph
Bassett, Thomas J.
Baxter, John Randall
Beard, Robert Scott
Beck, John Hamilton
Beck, Robert Wilson
Becker, William Petri
Belanger, Gregory Ken
Bellig, John William
Blumenfeld, Warren J.
Blumer, Wayne Walter
Boese, James Melton
Bodgan, Donald Valjal
Bolling, Dennis Lee
Bonner, Keith Gilbert
Boome, Christopher E.
Borough, David Denton
Boselly, Ronald Duane
Boss, Gary Raymond
Boffin, Herman Dale

Bottini, David Mark
Boucher, Donald A.
Bowen, Robert Paul
Boyle, Patrick C.
Braun, Philip John
Brawn, Leonard Grant
Bray, Frank Howard
Breitbach, Michael F.
Brenneman, Richard E.
Burroughs, Alan Claud
Burruss. Robert A.
Bustillobarraza, A.
Cabral, James Philip
Callner, Dale Andrew
Cammer, Paul Allen
Campbell, Douglas P.
Campbell, Robert Alan
Cannon, Cole Blease
Cano, Herbert
Carlson, Dale C., Jr.
Caron, Vernon Byron
Carroll, Steven E.
Carter, Gary Martin
Cartier, Robert R.
Castagna, George R.
Castleman, Randal L.
Caudle, Morr,s Wayne
Caughey, Mark N.
Caulfield, Clifford A.
Close, Jeffrey Louis
Cobb, James Ray
Codella, Donald F.
Coffman, Richard P.
Colbeck, Douglas G.
Cole, Rufus Lee
Coleman, Dale Lee
Collins, David E.
Colosimo, Louis A.
Connell, Bryan C.
Conrad, Leonard A.
Cook, Albert R., Jr.
Cooke, John Rowland
Cooper, Kenneth Allan
Corbett, Myron R.
Cordia, Edward Rollan
Corenman, Harlan S.
Carley, Wood -ow M.
Cornejo, Ralph Ruben
Cornish, Richard Dale
Delgado, Andrew G.
Deller, Stanley L.

Demers, Donald 0., Jr.
Denig, Robert L. Ill
Dennison, Ronald W.
Denny, George Steven
Depace, Tim
Depold, Kerry Michael
Desjardin, Dennis E.
Desrosiers, Raymond M.
Dirks, Wolfgang G.
Doan, Fred Leon
Doane, Douglas H.
Dobbs, William H.
Dodge, Horace E.
Dong, Milton Yickung
Donohue, Kenneth A.
Dorsch, Gerald M.
Doty, James Ray
Dower, John Robert
Engelder, Paul C.
Ennor, Dale Alan
Erickson, Paul R.
Erlenbusch, Robert H.
Erlendson, John Jacob
Esparza, Juventino
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Evans, Clyde B.
Fairbank, David Alan
Fairbanks, Jeffrey L.
Falk, Eldon Arthur
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Farber, John Michael
Faris, Alvin David
Farris, Thomas Ogden
Ferguson, Michael J.
Fernandez, Ronald M.
Filippa, John Michael
Fillman, Albert Roy
Finch, Michael Leon
Gallagher, Roger E.
Gallen, Melvin S.
Gamez, Robert L.
Gannon, Michael R.
Garcia, Gabriel
Gardner, James H.
Gardner, Philip E.
Garrison, Gary Wayne
Garritson, Bruce Alan
Gault, Daryl Alan
Gazin, Michael H.
Genest, Gary Barnett
George, John C.

Gibson, Edwal d 0.
Gies, Stephen F.
Gilbert, William C.
Ginestra, James Paul
Gishe, John James
Robert Mark
Glidewell, Samuel R.
Grubbs, Michael C.
Gruel, Dale Edward
Grushkowitz, Barry W.
Guay, John Alfred
Guedenet, Francois
Guenther, Christopher
Gullicksen, Lawrence
Guttormsen, Gary G.
Guzzetta, Steven
Gwaltney, John T.
Haggard, Thomas M.
Hahn William Carl
Hai, Nguyen Ngoc
Hall, Donald Edward
Halliday, Terry E.
Halsey, Thomas E.
Haman, Richard J.
Hammer, Daniel Linnel
Hammer, Herbert R.
Hammer, Michael A.
Hammergre.n, M. A.
Herrera, Robinson R.
Herrera, Stephen D.
Herriott, Dale Terry
Herrmann, Richard P.
Hien, Le hac
Kgby, Richard W.
Higgs, Larry Yates
High, Jon William, Jr.
Hill, Dennis Milton
Hill, Robert Bruce
Hill, Robert William
Hines, Brian Lewis
Hirtz, William Jon
Hixson, Thomas Kent
Hoffman, Roderick W.
Hogue, Robert E.
Holstrom, John M.
Hotter, Michael R.
Horn, Student Wayne
Honeywell, Robert D.
Jankowski, Richard S.
Janoff, Robert Neil
Jardine, James Ronald

Jasmin, Edward A.
Jenkins, Harry David
.lewell, Donn Clifford
Jimenez, Robert Lee
Jobson, Lance G.
Johnson, Douglas Lee
Johnson, Edward H.
Johnson, Gerry K.
Johnson, Glenn A.
Johnson, James Curtis
Johnson, Richard L.
Johnson, Robert Kent
Jones, Larry Leonard
Jon,,s, Ronald H.
Jordan, Kenyon L.
Josephs, Charles 0.
Joy, Jame,- William
Ketelsen, Erhard
King, Richard A.
King, Walter
Kipp, Rob( rt Tillman
Kitayama, Clifford Yo
Klicsu, William Roger
Knight, Robert Gary
Knoll, Jack Daniel
Knoy, Kirby Lee
Ko, Kwok Chuen
Koch, Lawrence McL.
Kraft, Daniel Albert
Karkom, Dennis W.
Kronstedf, Judith Ann
Kucher, William M.
Lebowitz, Eris Lee
Lacroix, Normand P.
LaForge, John C.
Lai, Choon Yong
Laidlaw, David Emery
Lenart, Brenda Dale
Lencioni, Gary Basil
Lent, Ronald William
Leupold, Werner E.
Leventon, Craig L.
Lew, Albert Yee Hong
Lewis, Brian Bordelon
Lewis, John Ransom
Lewis, William Allen
Lieber+, Bruce Eric
Light, Warren Charles
Lilies, David Louie
Lim, Paul David
Lindsey, George Neil

Linn, Donald Dwight
Lipton, Bruce Michael
Liu, Edward Szeyi
Locke, John Andrew
Long, Le Thanh
Loskot, Douglas Wayne
Markey, Lawrence F.
Marshall, Roland W.
Martin, Christopher G.
Martin, Daniel A.
Martin, Daniel Clay
Martinez. David R.
Maselli, Dominic A.
Massey,Ronald F.
Matlack, Paul Edward
Maths, Antonio A.
Mattozzi, Gary J.
Mattson, Edwin W.
Matulich, Steve N.
Maxon, John Reed
Mayberry, Thomas G.
McArthur, Cameron D.
McCarron, John P.
McEuen, Mark DeW.
McGinley, John A.
McGinnity, James W.
Merriell, William B.
Merz, John Bruno
Mesusan, William L.
Mettier, John C.
Metzinger, Dale T.
Meun, Dieter H. C.
Michels, Gregory S.
Miguel, Norman E.
Miles, Kenneth Earl
Millberry, Patrick B.
Miller, Allen Charles
Miller, Gary Wayne
Miller, Silas Scott
Miller, Stephen E.
Mills, Robert McC.
Miluso, Joseph F., Jr.
Minkel, William J.
Miyoshi, Duane R.
Moeenziai, Behrooz
Mohler, Glenn L.
Nelson, Terry Lee
Neuman, Lee Barry
Newbold, John Ford
Nhan, Ngo Thanh
Nhiem, Nguyen Dal

Nichols, Richard C.
Nicolaides, Gifford A.
Niedzwiecki, Raymond
Noble, Scott Lee
Noce, Michael Allan
Nolan, Michael Ray
North, Lawrence M.
Null, Ernest Chouning
Nydegger, Stephen T.
O’Brien, Ronald Lee
O’Connell, Terrence P.
O’Connor, Bruce T.
O’Connor, Gregory M.
O’Connor, Patrick V.
Olson, Ralph Jay
Nake, Loren Graham
Pearson, Randall S.
Pedreira, Arthur F.
Pellerin, Robert Jose
Pentz, George Byron
Perlegos, George
Perry, Charles E.
Perry, Richard F.
Petersen, Bruce A.
Petersen, James W.
Peterson, Brian Lee
Peterson, William G.
Petroff, Robert E.
Phelps, Robert Neill
Phillips, Corbin E., Jr.
Phillips, Julian E.
Pickerel, Daniel Curt
Pickford, Stephen T.
Pihll, Hobart E., Jr.
Pike, Danny Neal
Rusconi, John B.
Rutherford, Ronald L.
Ryan, John William
Rykert, Thomas M.
Saint Clair, David J.
Sakanashi, Harry F.
Salmi, Joel Timothy
Sanchez, Daniel C.
Sanfilippo, David R.
Sanfilippo, Robert D.
Sanfilippo, Samuel C.
Santoro, Michael J.
Santos, Anthony K.
Sauret, Thomas E.
Savage, Patrick H.
Sawyer, Albert L. III

Scarpace, Philip J.
Schafle, Michael F.
Scharman, Russell Ray
Schiavenza, James M.
Toney, William J.
Torresgil, Fernando M.
Torrey, Peter S.
Totten, Stephan Alan
Towse, Andrew Casey
Trifilo, John Joseph
Trimmer, Donald A.
Triplett, Grady T.
Invert, Ralph David
Trout, Jeffrey Hugh
Trudell, Richard A.
Tucci, Stephen Leon
Tucker, Jeffrey R.
Tukloff, Henry A.
Tunison, Mark W.
Turind, Alfred Louis
Und, Richard
Valadez, James W.
VanHorn, Charles B.
Vanlier, Robert B.
Wilson, David Clyde
Wilson, Noel Porter
Wilson, Stephen M.
Wilson, Terrence Gile
Wilson, Terrence Gile
Wise, Wayne Robert
Wiseman, Robert W.
Wright, Lawrence E.
Wright, Richard N.
Wuerfel, Theodore R.
Wunderlich Kenneth G.
Wynkoop, Robert H.
Yaeger, Steve E.
Yarbrough, Walter D.
Yarnell, Howard E.
Yergalonis, Jack R.
Ying, Yee Yung
Yoke, Yukio
Yonemura, John T.
York, Garry Richard
Young, Dexter Wayne
Young, Gloriane M.
Young, Michael T.
Zampicenti, Michael J.
Zanardi, Gary Scoff
Zardo, Lewis Joseph
Zimmerman, Ronald D.
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Group Meets Innovations Enhance Service
Computer Registration To Study
Finances
Suit Action Postponed Graduation

4-SPARTAN 11

C)etther 22’ 1969

Kitchen

By MARK IA it
Daily Stall ti .or
Court action on tne SJS Student California Teachers Association’s registration "breaeh
ot

contract" suit has been postponed.
at least until the matter icanes
before Student Conned tadaN at
3.30 p.m.
San Jose attorne Phil Hammer. handling the suit under Associated Students retainer, will
present a legal opinion on the j3111.
posed action to (*.tuned.
He has been working with the
SCTA group tor ’ha lost Iwo
weeks investigating -.Indent complaints about this kill’s eomputer
’citnl.
registration
Vice President v
announced yeste,
be continued in the sprine.
A decisi.r.
have been
a iron.,

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

of the deWaS postponed
layed legal present
The SCTA is spearheading the
suit after unsuccessfuil. appealing to Council to take on the
action Sept. 24.
A S. Funds, however, were used
for t:
..reoup’s legal fees and an
ad
m the Spartan Daily.
1. sa
-sing hope that the Cowc...lilt take on the suit,
cii
SC-1.
nt Art Burkhard
\\
be a very good
said
take."
act.. i. I
letpier doesn’t
to take on a
le said.
I that the
nI $40.000.
a 1968 court
1i/
ili/yeollefl
i IT Ilrightiin

-Tiks
have thc .
suit

Mixed Bowl
Commences;
Signup Now
[’Ilion

.it’W

I III.

111:10!;,11.;111’it

will

BOWling

is tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
of the College

1. isernent
11.1.a.

Th.., will be 10 teams (four
en in the 6:30 and 9:00

altiPrree.,.y

AIM 111 arNer &-ter

1. .

Answers Your Questions
About:

ri
Pamilas, student amnia,. the 12,arnes area. announced
.-tips are being taken
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If you are interested in improving your abilities to
concentrate and relax, your study habits and sleep
habits; if you are interested in turning off pain at will,
or turning on without drugs, or improving your memory
- try self-hypnosis. There will be a seven week course
in self-hypnosis given by the Hypnosis Research Institute of Menlo Park. A free introductory lecture and
demonstration on self-hypnosis will be given at 7:30
P.M. October 20 through the 24 at the institute.
1010 Doyle St., Suite
(I block west of El Camino, off Santa Cruz)
Mnnlo Pad(

By CRAIG EVANS
Daily Staff Writer
The goal of each college student
is realized on commencement
day.
Graduation --the word invokes
hope

in

those striving

for its

attainment, nostalgia in the alumni and relief for those participating in commencement.
The responsibility of providing
a program which fulfills its promise of being a memorable culminaticn of the college experience
is the task of the Continencemcm l’caluation Committee.
liii eommittee, composed of
11 students and 10 faculty members, will meet tomorrow in
Tower Hall to consider plans and
changes for the total commencement program.
Questions facing the committee
include:
How many commencements
add there be: one, in June;
in January and June; or
three. in January, June and
August?
How can the programs be
financed?
-Do we need changes in graduation proeedures and in the commencement program?
Are the students interested
in the commencement reception
for parents and guests?
Dr. Cornelia Tomes, assistant
dean of students, said that
"everybody is questioning everything- about commencement.
"Let’s question it now so we
can have what the students
want," she said.
In
students may contact
the Activities Office, Mm. 242,
if they have any suggestions concerning commencement.

By ED CROIA’ll
Daily Staff Writer

Kitchen facilities, which cost
in excess of $250,000, back-up the
new snack bar on the second
level of the College Union on
Ninth St.

gel’s cciii ..,11 vi
New hours tor the nack
it,.et nem 1%lonifo.
will I
11, ialty then Thins :
The
8 a.m. to midnight; Friit,cy. S a.m.
to 1 a.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 1
a.m.; Sunday, noon to midnight

!., ,.I
o.! Mt. how.
he
oe, It the snack nat.
isn’t used dui ing the late evening
hours, the vending machines will
take care a students’ needs.
Some 30-35 full-time employees
wHI run the snack bar with an

iiiiditinnal 25 students taking
part-time pissitions.
All decorating and final fixtures won’t be complete for d few’
more weeks. but Niethold said
the snack bar is presently running at full capacity.

Ed Neithold, manager of Spartan Shops, Inc., new "eatery."
explained the use of several innovations in the wide world of food.
A deep-frier for french fries
was installed. The automatic device only requires the push of a
button for the baskets of fries to
lift up, like a toaster, when done.
PULVERIZATION
One interesting feature, Niethold pointed out, is the pulverizer
used for refuse. Like a giant garbage disposal, the stainless steel
contraption takes left-over food
and styrofoam tableware and
grinds it to a fine pulp. The outcome results in a 90 per cent
saving in space used for refuse.
The new snack bar can seat up
to 450 people. There are special
alternate rooms which can he
partitioned off for use as conference-lunchrooms.
The cafeteria will still continue
to operate, said Niethold. -There
really isn’t much problem of competition," he added. The cafeteria
serves, basically, full meals, where
the new facility is strictly "a
quick place to get a snack."
by Chnc
SPECIALTIES
New specialty items being sold
include the poorboy and submarine sandwiches. The cafeteria
sells something similar, Niethold
pointed out, but we are adding a
different variety of meat and
cheeses.
A barbeque-type grill will cook
hamburgers to order. Hambur-

ANYONE
enjoys the
Union with
450 people

FOR TEA? Cathy Ebright, junior,
atmosphere of the new College
David Amitii, senior. The bar seats
and is ones Monday through Thurs.

Shawver

day, 8 a.m, to midnight; Friday, 8 a.m. to I
a.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to I a.m.; and Sunday,
noon to midnight.

’Everyone Invited’

Jewish student Center Planned
Chi Sigma Epsilon
To Hold Coffee Hour
Chi

Sigma

cli

Epsilon,

honorary

of the Office Administra-

i tee I .epartinent, will hold a "gett.)g..1lair’ coffee hour for all Of
lice Administration majors. The
coffee hour will be Wednesday,
Oct. 29, at 3:00 p.m in the Small
Ballroom of the New Student
Union.
This is an excellent opportunity
for students to become acquainted with other students, faculty. and staff of the department.
Student,’, wishing to a ttend should
contact Dr. Jim Harper, ext.
2223. Miss Beegle, ext. 2224, or
the Office Administration Department by Oct. 24, Membership
in the (dub is based on the pro-

spective member’s grade point
average.
The schedule of activities for the
fall semester will include participation in the Distinguished Businessmen’s Seminar Series (Oct.
23-24); the Departmental "gettogether" coffee (Oct. 29); a fund
raising project; and a Christmas
party honoring graduating
seniors.
A "get acquainted" hour for
prospective members will be held
Nov. 2, at 1:00 p.m. Initiation of
new members will be in the
Chapel, Nov. 16, at 1:30 p.m.
For further information contact the club president, Eileen
Furuyama, 287-3867, or the vice
president. Jennie Gow, 286-9232.
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HUNTERS
71

E. San Fernando St.

ESTABLISHED 1926
PHONE 294.2091
9:30.330

daily & 9-4 on Sat.

From outer space to inner earth.
improvement in fluid conveyance materials in the
20th Century-Techite t glass fiber reinforced.
plastic-mortar pipe.
Achievements such as these require the diverse
skills of college graduates with these educational
backgrounds:
Chemical Engineering Industrial Engineering
Chemistry
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical & Electronic Metallurgical
Engineering
Engineering
If you are interested in employment opportun
ities at UTC, please schedule an appointment for
an on -campus interview with our College Representative, Mr. Loren R. Bonham.
Interviews: October 23 and 24

United Technology Center
UM TED

identify with today and to discuss many problems they now
face. Foe instance, one of the
s ital problems now facing the
lewi,11 student centers around
combating all the Middle East
is now undergoing a complete reorganization in order to
"have a group that is as active
as those at Berkeley or Stanford.- said Kinsey. As a result
of this change, student support
for the group is constantly growing.

"We have had nearly 40 people sign up . . . we are hoping
for a membership of 200-300 students," said Kinsey. He added
that "this is not impossible as
there are 800 to 1,000 Jewish
students on campus."
The group is planning various
social activities as well, which
will include events ranging from

Israeli Folk dancing classes to
barbecues.
Any intetested student can find
out more about Hillel by attending their next meeting, Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Meetings are
temporarily being held at the
Sigma Alpha Mu House, 332 S.
11th Street.
For further information, cantact Steve Kinsey, 294-2927 or
call the Hillel Foundation at 2873481. ext. 378.
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In the past decade, UTC has made significant contributions to this country’s aerospace
technology through research, development, and
production of rockets, propellants, and advanced
propulsion systems.
As a forerunner in the development of solidpropellant rockets, UTC provided the five-segment,
120 -inch -diameter booster motors for the highly
successful Titan III -C space -launch vehicles. UTC
also achieved notable success with its FW-4 highperformance solid upper-stage rocket on the Scout,
Thor. and Delta space -launch vehicles.
UTC is now the leader in the field of hybrid
rocketry, employing a combination of solid and
liquid rocket technology.Hybrid rockets developed
by uic are proving their worth in terms of operational flexibility. safety and economy.
UTC has recently completed a multimillion dollar complex to perform chemical milling work
and to manufacture metal products, ranging from
small machined parts to large rocket motor cases.
In addition, UTC has a continuous program to
develop and market by-products of its aerospace
activities. From the knowledge gained in work with
glass fiber rocket motor cases, UTC developed and Is now mass-producing -the first significant

Snack Bar

t:ophomore home
1.1.0rUITIII,
jOr from San Jose,
to Daniel Velasen, senior manrower administration major and
member of AFROTC fiom
The wedding k set for Dec. 20,
Judy Ann liarlity, senior home
economics major and member of
Black Masque from Millbrae, to
Timm Alan Slitter, senior forestry
major at 1.1.C. Berkeley and memhet of Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity frotn San Jose. The we,l,litr.4
will lie ill AIM., 11171).

50%
REDUCTION!
%,tuglin’s complete stock
of traditional dress slacks
reduced to t price. Choose
from new fall arrivals in
all wool worsted, flannels,
hopsacks and other fine
weaves.
$14.95

cl

NOW $ 7.46

$19.95 slacks NOW $ 9.96
$22.95 slacks NOW $11.46
$24.95 slacks NOW $12.46
$27.50 slacks NOW $13.75
$29.50 slacks NOW $14.75
$32.50 slacks NOW $16.25
Limited Time Only
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"r4r17

REST WAY TO START
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Bon mvisk,

VOLKSWAGEN

s NAN. taT Oil CORDS MILTON!
DISCOUNT ON

mIRCHANDist

it’-ihila
1 II
AT SATHER GATE
UntvzostrY MEN’S sttat’s
If. 1927
M.. 1.Ac.nolkip Mo..*

AmiackaaT Co4a0DATiOSI

91.1PINvValla CALMOIMMA

slacks

$16.95 slacks NOW $ 8.46
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DEALER

1560 North First - San Jose - 286-8800
THE HOME OF THE HUMBLE LOVE BUG

125

South 4th Street
San Jose

Mani Sets Single - Game Scoring
Record as Booters Blank UCSC
By KEN 1.11T111’
D4113 Sport,.
riter
Mani Hernandez is a name most
soccer fans have come to know
quite well. As a sophomore last
year, he propelled SJS to its
highest NCAA finish and was
named the North American collegiate player of the yeal.
But that was last year. This
season he might make "All World."
Tuesday evening in Spartan
Stadium Mani showed why he’s
considered the best by scoring
seven goals and adding four assists in leading SJS’ hooters to
15-0 trouncing of an outclassed
University of California 1Santa
Crow) team,
The seven goals is a new
singlc-game school record, bleaking the old mark of six that Ed
Storch first established against
the same U.C.
Santa Cruz)

team in last year’s 16-0 route.
Hernandez’ previous high was
also
six
which
he
notched
against Stanford last season.
The win for the Spartans was
their sixth without a loss and
their third consccuthe shutout
while the 15 goals marked their
highest point production of the
season. Last year’s squad rolled
up 17 points against University
of Pacific for the school high.
Although Hernandez stood out
individually, the win was a definite team effort. The entire defensive line played a solid game.
allowing the visitors just three
shots-at-goal and almost completely choking off any semblance of an offense.
Five other Spartans cunt: ibuted
to the onslaught. Andre Marechal initiated the scoring following a centering pass from Hernandez for the first of SJS three

i RADE. IN

tirst-perimi goals. A trio of Spat Hamid Saedian, Iladi
tans Ghafouri and freshman fk,rt Haldaccini meshed two goals each
while Augusto Castaneda chipped
in with a second quarter shot.
Baldaceini’s pair were approximately 25-yarders, both coming in
the last stanza. They were his
filst of the season. He also contributed one of sewn Spartan
assists while Ghafouri and Frank
Pinto gut One each to compliment Mania four.
The Spartans’ 15 points Rave
then a season total of 41 and a
per-game average of 6.8, slightly
above last year’s 6.5 average.
Hernandez’ output upped his season total to 18 in six games,
way ahead of his ’68 production
of 25 in 15 games.
SJS could have made it worse
for the offense-k-ss visitors had
it cashed io
misses-I
-.

kis oots-
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SKI PANTS SKIS
99

WE PROMISED NOT TO
PU3LISH NAMES TO
PROTECT FRANCHISE
D:ALERS. YOU’LL
WANT SEVERAL PAIRS

I-""ffliEiCI PANTS
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8 TO 20
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GUNS

SJS’ junior varsity boaters improved their record to 3-1 with
a 4-2 victory prior to the varsity
outing Tuesday night.
Gary Alb, Henry Myers, Carlos
Marcet and Brice Soriano all hit
the nets for the JV’s and Henry
Carvalho added an assist. Alb
and Marcel kicked in three goals
each in the Spai tans last win, a
9-0 blanking of UOP,

Friday is the deadline for eight man soccer team entries and next
Wednesday, Oct. 29 is the last
day for hunch (three-man basketball) entries, according to intaamural director Dan Unruh.
Unruh also reminds students
that the Men’s Gym will be open
for use soon, either Thursday or
tu,xt Monday from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Intramural tennis competition
reaches a climax today with Scot
Frederick challenging Larry
Mammen in the hest three of four
games for the tourney championship. Since Frederick had lost a
previous match, he must beat
Marnmen today to force a final
playoff Thursday.
Today’s football schedule includes two "B" and "C" games
and one "A" league contest. The
schedule: Me & Them (3-01 vs.
Da Fuzz (2-2), Buffoons (3-It vs.
Kingsmen 13-21, DSP r2 11-41
vs. Bears 14-11, ATO AA2 (4-11 vs.
Moulder Hall 14-11 and Dirty
Socks (0-3) vs. Pig Skinners
11-3).

Bruised Footballers
Prep for Wyoming

Spartan
Harriers
At Mt. Sac

Leith two days to est its bumps
bruit mt. the SJS football
.on resumed practice Tuesday
afternoon at South Campus.
le,a1 mach Joe McMullen gave
the Spartans the day off Sunday
anti Monday following the team’s
worst physical beating of the
season.

Following their second dual
meet victory in as many tries.
the SJS cross-country squad
travels to Walnut

in Southern

Frank Slaton. Mike Scrivener.
Toad I Fischer and Glenn
Massengale all eame up with injuees in the Spartans 45-11 loss
to Arizona State Saturday.
Slaton and Scrivnet injured
hei, ankles but both will be
C". s for Wyoming Saturday.
’Ii),11.:,1), tool -inhales .11,11,10s

Jay

California Saturday afternoon for
the

mount

Sac Invitational.

Last week the Spartans whipped Cal Poly (San Luis Obispot
’21-37 on their home Coyote Park
cout se. SJS nabbed six of the
first eight places.
Andy Vollmer negotiated the
4’2 mile course in 26:25 to capful e first place well ahead of the
rest of the pack.
Gary Hansen 126:521 and Gar\
Rezowalli l’26:551 followed with
third and fourth place finishes,
respectively. before Cal PnlY
broke the string by taking filth
But Gary Beithiaume
Buck Black 127:131 and Marta’
McCann 127:211 clinched the victory for SJS by taking sixth
through eighth.

sTom

Ft 11%

III F:sa)Ft)
1,1 / kr.1:11

INtlarb’s
Pipe &Tobacco (5.11of
El Camino at San Antonio Rd.
94I-1228
Los Altos, Calif.

Those six runners will lead Eh)
Spartans at Walnut over a course
which is composed largely of hills
over a 4’2 mile stretch.
Some of the best collegian,
cross-countly teams on the coast
are entered, including USC, Stanford and Stn Dieu.

LAUNDRY
SPECIAL,

lip after his helmet cut him and
Fischer injured his knee.
If Fischer can’t start, senior
Jim Ferryman will take over.
Feriyman was a starter in the
beginning of the season, but it
knee injury in the Stanford
game put him out of the lineup.
He saw limited action against
ASU, but trainer Jim Welsh says
he’ll be ready to go against the
Cowboys.
Slaton was injured on the third
play the Spartans had the ball
when he was hit on a play that
was nullified because of an illegal procedure penally.
The Spartans h III leave Friday evening for La) .1,11ie.
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SOFTEN UP!

ts

k
kq
Fluff dried & folded
k1
in 3 hrs. Dr\ cleaning k N

Do you have turtle shell skin?
Soften it up with these SPECIALS!

HAND & BODY LOTION
Desert Flower
reg.
1 1
Dorothy Gray
reg.
& Finished Laundry
Revelon (Aquamarine) reg.
iII 2 days. Rugs Washed % 1
(Medicated Silicare) reg.
b ’ci Mary Sherman
reg.

k ‘I
Ace Launderette §
kk bb
3 blocks from campus
on 8th and William

293.7228

$4.00
$3.00
$2.50
$2.50
$2.00

for
for
for
for
for

$2.00
$1.75
$1.25
$1.50
$1.00
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10th STREET PHARMACY

N
\ huh & Santa
Clara

294-9131
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FAMOUS BY 5999
YAHAMA
Reg. 109.50

G
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ONE SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS
m
LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50 I -

6-20
Reg. to
$20.(10

TV

TURTLE
NECK
T-SHIRTS

VALUES
UP TO
29.50

‘EP

THIS GROUP
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USED FOR’
HINDU

TO

Large Variety

IBOYS
SIZES
909

Reg. $20.00

’SATURDAY

AMERICAN
MADE RV
FRANCONIA
ALSO FAMOI S
NAME WE CANNOT MENTION,

PANTS I

.MINNIrmaKEIMBIL..

9

SKI PARKAS
99

FAMOUS MAMA
ULTI-LAMINATED
UTONIATIQUE
ELOCITE
ALCON-SQUAW
USTANG &
ANY OTHERS
RAND NEWIL
LASTIC
TTOM

MEN’S -Reg. $55.00. Sizes 28 to 38.
WOMEN’S -Reg. $49.50. Sizes 8 to 18.
Xtra Short.Shorts-RegularLongs

TILL

FAMOUS BRAND-AMER & FRENCH

FAMOUS EUROPEAN BRAND

The Spartan bootees will need
all the scoring they can muster
Friday and Saturday when the
SJS Invitational opens. USE and
the Air Force Academy, who held
the Spartan,: to two and one goal
respectively in 1968 contests,
both may have a shot at the nation’s top-squad depending on
tourney match ups.

Intramurals

Discounis
USFOR LAY- WAY - BANKAMERVARD - 1s1 NU. - MiSTEP,
WE BUY -TRADE -RENT

vSAVipseNOW0WITuH GNREAurtTER

shias. In fart, wet-t1 it not for a
called -back Jim St. Clair goal in
the third period, last season’s
16-0 score would have been duplicated.

SPARTAN Ill.$11.1’-5
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Presenting

THETA
XI
A New Concept in
A Fraternal
Organization
A program designed
to interest all

4re9cou ’,demoted?
THEN
COME TO OUR
GET ACQUAINTED RECEPTIONS
THURSI) kir, OCTOBER 23, 1969
FRID kN, OCTOBER 25, 1969
3:30 - 5:30
Unladen Room IN
Student Union
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SCARS Canned Along With the Soda!
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Its flRI(’l’ ucEILLic
Dallj Feature Editor

,

A, I wandriel through the
halls of one of S.IS’ better build Monday afternoon I happened to pass by one of those red
monsters emblazoned with decals
ptoilaiming it to be it "CocaC,Ia" machine.

ss

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
Z! Charier Flight.
k491 Market St.. ;ati I raloi,.., .111113
liir flight _
tI’leioe iii:iil ini inlorni.i,.11
Name

:

Sitting opposite the machine

II
one of the many wooden
benches was a young man.
Ordinarily the sight of young
men sitting opposite coke machines fails to make me look
twice. In this case, however.
something attracted my attest ton. It was the sight of rows and
rows of empty pop cans surround.
ing him.
-Mighty thirsty, aren’t you?"
was my first friendly comment.
As most college students do,
the young chap simply ignored
ins: remark and continued to
drink the contents of the can in
his hand.

Never one to be discouraged
by an unwilling conversational
partner. I cleverly questioned.
"You have stock in Coke?"

"We build ’em bigger!"

lie immediately ripped the pop..
top ring off another can with his
teeth and spat it in my direction.
Trying to ignore this obvious
slight. I removed the pop-top ring
from my ear and nervously toyed

Arse..

Saw,

Fall Car Coats

with one of the empty cans.
One of the pre-requisites of
being an ace journalist is the
power of observation. As I turned
the can slowly in my hands my
observation power began to click.
The first thing I noticed was
that the can hadn’t been cumpletely emptied and the remainder of the contents was pouring
all over my freshly pressed blue
jeans.
BELL RINGS
The second thing I noticed was
that the can had contained Diet Rite Cola. The name rang a bell.
As students began to pour from
adjacent rooms, however, I realized that the bell had been the
12:20 one dismissing classes.
As I read the can. I noticed
under the title contents the word
"cyclamate."
"My good man." I commented
to the silent chap who was now
gulping yet another can of Diet.
Rite, "do you realize that this
can contains cyclamate, an ru-tificial sweetener found to cause
cancer in such rodents as mice?"
"So go tell Mickey and Minnie
and leave me alone," advised the
drinker.
Ignoring this slur, which was
obviously spurred by some deep
seated anxiety, I continued on.
"Being an ace reporter and
interested in the seamier side of
life I happened to be reading the
San Jose Mercury this morning,"
I commented while removing another pop-top ring from my ear.
"Why,
the Department
of
Ilealth Education and Welfare
has ordered all soft drinks containing cyclamates off the store
shelves by Jan. 1 because of the
danger of cancer," I informed the
silent one, who was finally prodded into conversation.
FOOL-HARDY

MC BARNEY
That’s our exclusive double-deck namburger with
two pure beef patties, on a 3-piece bun, with cheese,
crisp lettuce, pickle, and our own special sauce.
It’s a meal in itself and it’s delicious!

Where it’s fun to eat

Wednesday. October 22 1969

RCP.tRTAN DULY

An Engineering Major’s Plight
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Cmar.cr

49’

Lis
In stye rain or shine
Sizes 3-15

From $19.99

Leather & Suede
Boots
..1 pet-s

51,,21.(9y12,,ssory

Sizes
From $26.99
Open

Mon. & Thurs.

9

"I know all that," shouted the
young man, causing five or six
Tab cans to clang to the floor.
"Well, why are you doing this
fool -hardy thing and taking the
chance of contracting cancer," I
questioned.
"I want to die!" came his
startling reply.
This comment grabbed the attention of every student who was
passing by.
Immediately six psychology
students, one philosophy major
and two sobbing sociology majors
pushed dozens of cans aside and
sat with us on the bench.
The sociology major pointed out
to him that that cancer was a

very uncomfortable way of destroying oneself.
The young man simply ignored
our help and guzzled a can of low
caluried Hawaiian Punch.
It turned out that the young
man was an engineering major
who couldn’t stand the thought
that the SCARS computer had
failed.
"How could it have happened?"
he wailed into a half-etnptied can
of Like.
The crowd which had gathered

.k a vote and decided that the
!,oung man’s protest was valid
and they shouldn’t intervene.
As they walked away the distraught young drinker turned to
me and burped. "The world of
computers has let me and every
other engineering major down.
What am I to do?"
As I made my way through the
layer of empty cans I
and

commented,
"Change your major."
’llatakWarkoser
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Jewelers

Only Too Few Can Own A Rolex
Be One
Comes with
INT-MASTER
stainless stesd rase, 30 jewel chronometer mot enicnt, special 24 hour
bezel in hour hand, and flesh-fit
bracelet. $255. Ala comes in 18
karat gold. OA

SUBMARINE!’ 17 jewel.
and comes with stainless steel
flesh-fit band.

mrr-m1STER
72 SO, FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0929
WESTGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379-3051
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
#14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 266-8444
710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

SUBMARINER

Jewelers
~II.

1110.1111411W

NOW
THERE’S
A
NEW
WAY

o buy Greek letter jewelry!
No more long waiting for the Greek jewelry
of your choice ... just spy it and buy it! You
pay no premium for our stocking the item
you want. If we don’t have it, we get it . .
FAST!

V.ttLF/111tE COUPON

And we’re not just talking about pins, rings
or lavaliers ... our line also includes paddles.
tankards, bracelets, key chains, shirts, guards
and pin boxes in fact, a whole catalog of

"Ve; ,, .. .............

" WY#4,

Hi Were New

FREE

NE
BIG BOARNEY

With the purchase of one BIG BARNEY at the regular price of 49g.
LIMIT I BIG BARNEY PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
one time. Clip and present to RED BARN at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

Greek items.

HELP US CELEBRATE ON GREEK DAYI
Thursday, Oct. 23

NAME

Come and see for yourself and, while you’re
here, meet our factory representative who
will be on hand all day to answer your questions and hear your suggestions.

ADDRESS
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 23, 1969

California Food Service

YOU MAY WIN A FREE
DINNER WITH THIS COUPON

By the way, we’re very sure you’ll like our
highly competitive prices. Don’t miss it! Visit
us on Greek Day!

cpaptot SeelzotoPe
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Woody Allen’s Latest Flick

SAN FRANCISCO SI M11110.\ 1 ( illtHESTHA
JOSEF A RIPS. Conductor and Ilusic Director

’Take the Money and Run’ One of Year’s Best
By

BROOKE BROOKS
Daily Staff Writer

One of the fine, satiric comedies of the year is "Take the
Money and Run," starring Woody
Allen.
Allen starred and co-authored
the screenplay. His part is that

5.
TUDIO,.
MOONLITE
AUTO MOVIE
11V

..7.1%1111

A lyric, tragic song of the
road!"4th TURBULENT
WEEK!

Peter FONDA - COLOR
STU010
MOONLITE
CHM I, 45
UPS

en h
Urtuia 1.1.ess
CO,CI

COI Olt CO HIT
"THE YOUNG
RUNAWAYS"

"ANYONE
CAN PLAY"

r’vniktt"-rnefaTEMBE.TcinNKETEL
.. .....
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of a bungling criminal, Virgil
Staikwell, whose greatest ambition is to get on the FBI’s Ten
Most Wanted Men list.
Allen’s style is reminiscent of
Peter Sellers, but not quite as
"sophist icat ed."
The movie is done in a documentary, biographic style, with a
deep voiced announcer doing the
commentary.
Allen’s plight is that of a bad
boy gone worse as he grows up.
Throughout the movie, his "par
ents," in an interview type situation, and disguised, try to explain where he or they went
wiong. Not only his parents, but
everybody who was an influence
in his life were interviewed.
In his childhood, he is the little ’
boy who gets picked on, and who
continually has his glasses smashed. So he turns to petty crime,
and always gets caught.
He advances to bank robbing.
and because of his bungling, al1

I 1 1

I

I

1

ways gets caught. The tonguein-cheekishness of the movie is
emphasized when in one of the
bank robberies, the note he wrote
requested the teller to
hand
over some money is written poorly. Not only does the teller hassle over the penmanship, but all
the personnel in the bank do.
He meets a girl, sweetly played
by Janet Margolin, and shortly
thereafter, they get married. She

is ever faithfully wailing for his
return each time he gets put in
prison, and is always behind him
in all of his capers. On the morning of one of his intended bank
jobs, they fugue over which color
of shirt he should wear.
The movie was shot entirely in
San Francisco. and the prison
scene done at San Quentin. The
purpose of the movie is to take
a poke at the prison system.

C.116000
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No Matter What Your Sign
.1/cu..)

RESERVATIONS
294-6414 EXT. 2600

$179 to $299
Many departure dates. Phone or
write for schedules, applications,

Contact Prof. David Mage at
(408) 293-1033 or
T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. FIRST ST., SJ., CA. 95113

Great Savings
up to TO’ ;
full 22 -concert series
partial series of 11 concerts.

or

2

Fantastic Season
Beethoven, Mahler. Mozart. etc.. plus world

premieres.

Fantastic Artists
Seiji Ozawa. Andre N aut.. Misha Dieter, and others.

Order now for best choke of seats
Prices:
Front $16.25

$44.00

HURRY SALES END

OCT. 31

CONTACT: Student Affairs Business Office, College
Union, or Gene Fleet 297-1679, evenings.
../400C45000001111100000301:4000-1-40:e
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FREE

Theater

$2.00

SUMMER CHARTERS

171 E. Santa Cla a
(Between 4th and Sth)

The Beethoven Year
Begins Dee. 3
OPERA HOL.SE

19 - Ref. Jen. 3

NOW BOOKING!

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Oct. 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, Nov. 1
GENERAL ADMISSION

NEW YORK $139
Oakland New York
Lc. Dec

LENNY’S

Cae-oar & Cleopatra
$1.00

$249

Round Trip

_Jay . . .

G.B. Slums’ Classic Comedy

SJS STUDENTS

For students, faculty, staff.
employees and their
immediate families
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

Lc. Dec. 19 - Ref. Jun. 3

PIHIS

SJS Drama Dept. Presents

8:15 P.M. College

CHRISTMAS
JET CHARTERS

Oakland London
Round Trip

ccl

Opett4
9riday

chain gangs, religion, and ()the!
institutions. Viewers will r"1’ ably find that this is very different from anything they has,
isser seen.

EUROPE

pot

SPECIAL
STUDENT SEASON
TICKETS

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS
MO.

SIIWbjcTORY

READING
LESSON
LEARN HOW YOU CAN READ FASTER WITH
EQUAL OR BETTER COMPREHENSION.
Charge into the action
this fall in A-1
CHARGERS FLARES.
This slim, dressy slack
with the wide bottoms
comes in a variety of
colors in solids and
patterns. $10.00
to $11.00

Sizes 27-36

R-1

CHARGERS
FLARES

You’ll discover various study methods and
procedures.
This is a Special One Hour Introductory
Lesson.
You’ll learn the rate of your reading speed.
We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming

lite!’ 9:30 to (3:30 Daily

"u=a
a

Thurs. Id 9

a

rapid reader through the use of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Techniques.
For the first time we are offering a special one-hour introductory
lesson to provide you with a glimpse of what it is like to be a
rapid reader. You’ll actually participate in the techniques that
Will improve your reading and comprehension. You’ll find that
there’s no particular magic to becoming a speed reader.... the
real ingredient is mastering the proper techniques. Students,
educators, businessmen and housewives, over 500,000 of them
have mastered the Evelyn Wood method and the late President
Kennedy was sufficiently convinced of its value to invite Evelyn
Wood to the White House to train his staff. The only investment
on your part is one hour of your time ... we think that’s a small
price to pay for what could lead to financial profit and hours
upon hours of enjoyment. Decide for yourself at a Free Introductory Lesson at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute.

SAN JOSE INSTITUTE
Bryant & Stratton
College of Commerce
2115 "The Alameda"
(408) 293-7406
WED. OCT. 22nd 8:00 p.m.

KETTMANN’S
130l’. SANT CI. AR 1 ST.
Between 31st and 33rd

FREE LESSON TO BE HELD AT

EvelynWooc
Reading Dynamics
Institi ite

2118 Milvia Street r 206
C.3111, 94704

Bei kltny,

THURS. OCT. 23rd 8:00 p.m.

R-CT kRT
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Spartaguide
iIII) sir’
aisipus Crusade for Christ, 8
in.. Pacifica Room 13, College
ii
A mobilization meeting.
.
orients invited.
Club, 7:30 p.m., in (’anRoom :357, CollegeUnion.
-I talents welcome.

HOME WInEMAKInG KIT
_

ess College Humanities and
tc Orpartownt, 9:30 urn.. Allen
, rtrtige. A film will be shown
:,tirled "The Four Seasons of

.

300 ’Mom o1
DI on. ’cp. woo AA. won. ens
aNtAstue mop yelp., g.ft
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k ....Heim Society of Meduon3: XEROX COPIES - NO MINIMUM
FREE

_

- 7 colors PLUS legal ard 3
bn d
ttes,t it lc per

at

also
re. IBM ’ST typewriter for all

ERRCR FREE TYPING SERVICE r,

614ChriON COPY SERVICE

I THE GREAT
SKI SWAP

- TRADE
1’0(4100SE FROM

si ;
RI 1.
(ll FR 35.000 SKI Iii

I NI)

OKTOBERFEST
Saturday, October 25, Noon ’til Midnight
Expo Hall, Santa Clara Fairgrounds
EXHIBITS FREE SKI MOVIES DANCING
FREE PARKING DOOR PRIZES
blutissitm

1.50

41111111111111111EIRIONF

cal Engineers, 7:30 p.m.. in Mina
den Koren of College Union. A
guest speaker from IBM Ls scheduled. All engineering majors and
those interested in the field are
invited.
American Federation of Teachers, 12:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
B. All faculty- members welcome.
Phrateres International. 4 p.m.,
Calaveras Room of the College
Union. All members are invited.
Kaydettes, 630 p.m.. MM. All
coeds are invited.
Spanish Club, 3:30 p.m.. Morris
Dailey. A film is scheduled. All
students are invited,
Poetry Workshop. 3 p.m., LN
410. Poems by SiS students will
be diseussed.
Delta Phi Upsilon, 4 p.m., Montidy Room of the College Union.
All coeds with 45 units and a
high G.P.A. are invited.
Han-salmi Club. 7 p.m.. Calaveras Room, College Union. All
students are welcome.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Pacifica Room A, College Union. General meeting. All students invited.
&location
Physical
Department, 6-7 p.m., PliR262. All students are invited to see a fashion
show and dancing. "Ethnic Night"
wIl Is! the emphasis.
Co-Illec., 7:30-9:30 p.m., PER
building. A live lamd called
"Brother’s Day" is scheduled to
perform. Other events will be
swimming. ping-pong. dancing,
etc
Society tor Ads imeement of
Management. 6 p.m. An initiation
banquet will be held at 17 West
on Rosemary near Highway 17
and North First Street. Guest
speaker will be Dr. Dave Salmon
research director of the Western
Association of Teamsters.

’Y’ Seeks Volunteers
Trod ot

Liking about youth

problems and not doing anything
about them? The San Jose YMCA
is currently sponsoring programs
for San Jose young people and
needs volunteers with the desire
to help and serve the young.
Various prognuns now in progress

include

Center,

Teen

the Y -Knot

Indian

Gra-Y,

Guides,

and all sorts of athletic and recreational programs for all age
groups.
The YMCA functions Os a volunteer oriented agency and needs
young adults with creative and

i i Liing thi. %%eckend

ANNOUNCEMENTS II
NONPROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students n 7 ,nsed pilots. Four aircraft,
low me-, ’,hip fee & monthly dues.
257-7562 Sr 248.8484.
LEARN TO FLY with a stable well main’
tarried flying club. Join "Condor
Club has 3 Cessna ISO’s at $750
wet, 172 $9.50 wet. For more defers
call 258-7209. S. J.
THETA XI RECEPTION All Male Stu,
dents interested Welcome - 3:30-530.
Thar:. & Fri., Oct. 23 & 24, Almaden
Room. New Student Union,
WANT A CHOICE? See our varied
.dorable kitIqns. Cute. fuzzy, & very
1 Ilerent. FREE. 251-6956.
"GRAND PRIX" October 24, Morris
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
SPARTAN SHIELDS

IS ALIVE

YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
eve. 730.9:30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
786 5467 - by Sri A. Alexandrou,
NEED 3 e.citinq units/ Extension class
Current Problems still open. Wed.
1,45 pro. See Dr. Lee. Econ.
EXPAND YOUR AWARENESS Come to
TOMORROW
2 free lectures on SCIENTOLOGY Tues.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., new Col- Thurs., Fri. 8:00 p.m. 3250 McKinley Dr.
All
invited.
Union.
members
S’... -n% Creel.
Sant.. Ci e. 1 t..6
lege
Rushees are also invited. A joint
AUTOMOTIVE- (21
meeting with Arnold Air Society.
Pre-Dental Club, 7 p.m., 8242.
J
r Radio &
An admissions officer from the ’67 VW, Excellent
Call J54 2210 after 5
University of the Pacific, School Heater, $1300
P.m.
of DentistrN. will lit’ r he guest
62 CHEVY IMP. CONY. 8 cyi. R/H
speaker
AT/PS oexe battigen/mflr $450. Very
dependable 293-2212 or 964-4187.
’66 CHEVELLE SS 283 V.8 2-dr. Hdtp.
Auto, equip for stereo tape or radio.
Excel, condition. After 5, Call 969-1654.
At no ors, whatsoever, the library is inviting students to
learn how to use the library
properly. Starting tomorrow at
10:30 a.m., orientation tours will
be conducted every Wednesday
for the rest of the semester.
Describing the usefulness of the
tours held earlier this semester,
one student commented, "It was
really great. I’ve been here two
years and never could understand
the library."
Tours begin at the main entrance to library central.

/ THE FOURTH WAY
Cdpil-al Recording Artist

Oct. 21th -Oct. 25th
-t

\v-

RED RAM
SPECIAL
NIOND NY:
IN 11- PIZZA

hoo

ESD Y:
I. IMF, ORDER
sl’
it
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444 E. WILLIAM
San Jose

Geologist’s Meet
Dr. Stanley Skapinsky will address the "Thursday Geology Get.
Together" Thursday, October 23.
Dr. Skapinsky, Professor of Geology at the College, will describe
mining operations at the great
Climax molybdenum deposit in
the Colorado Rockies, where he
was a geologist for several years
The talk, open to the public, wil
begin at 12:30 p.m., Duncan Hal
318.

DIG JAll? - BLUES?

enecgetw minds and bode-9
n.21.11). Wialt to work with peopie

If Jazz or Blues are your bag, you’ll dig The Blue Note. Fea-

Besides the charter to put ideas
to work, the "Y" is offering a free I,
membership for both men and

turing Jazz and Blues exclusively, we have a fantastic assortment
of records and tapes, as well as jam sessions on Sundays. Make

women interested in this work
On Oct. 27 and 28. Pat Barrett
teend director, and Bill Wkslyka,
recreation intern, will staff a ’
booth on Seventh Street to give!
out information about their programs and to recruit volunteer,
They will be interviewing all interested students on WednesdaN
Oct. 29 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. it:
the Almaden A Room of the 111N
College Union.

it on over with your own record or tapes, we’d dig hearing
them.

THE BLUE NOTE
354

E. Campbell Ave.,
Campbell

Clip This Coupon And Bring With You

’65 VW-Bug, Sunroof. Must sell $1095.
Make offer. Call 736.2538.
’68 FORD GAL 500 fastback, V-8, A/T,
RH stereo, 5 new tires, warranty. Must
sell. $2300. 732-0119,
’66 IMPALA HARDTOP, auto. V.8, air
cond., power brake & steering. Deluxe
Call 298.4383 after 4 p.m.
’68 AUSTIN AMERICA SEDAN. Blue
The ideal commute car, only 4000 miles
$1495. Phone 293-1540.
’62 VW transistor ignition. must
to appreciate. 287-5117.
"GRAND PRIX" October 24,
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.

see

Morris

1966 VW - Excellent condition, radio
& heater, $1 150, Call 377-5489.
1967 PONT. FIREBIRD, 326 V-8, R & H,
air conditioning,vinyl top. 4 spd. exc54e8119ent cond. $1895 or offer. Call 377BEST OFFER before Friday. 1967 VW,
479 S. 10th #1. 286-4839.
’64 DODGE Dart GT, 2 dr, Hdtp., 4
spd.. R & H, 1 owner. 56,000 mi., new
tires. Excel. cond., $900. 688-4190, may
be seen at S. Campus by tennis courts.
FOR SALE ’64 Corvair Convertible in
excellent condition $500. See Alice, 360
S. 11th, 295.9588.
’66 RAMBLER AMER. 6 cyl., stan. trans.,
radio Excel. cord.. family can, asking
$1100. Call 295.3091.

KNEISSL RS SKIS, 210 cm. Nevada to,
Gese steorn heel. Used 10 times.
$125 Muntz 4 & 8 track home stereo
tape deck, 25 watts $50. 287-0631.
SKIS: 210 Heads with step.ir. bindings
Must see to appreciate. Phone 269.0375.
FREE: GUINEA PIG, male. Cage, water
bottle, feed dish included. Call Kathie
after 3 p.m. 293-2969.
SKI BOOTS, Lange plastic, new, cost
$115, sell for $70. Site 81/2 Med. Call
286.4731. Never Used!
HELP WARTED 141
MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car, Call for
appointment. 264.0699. The Fuller Br.oh
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation frn. Call today, Mr. Looney 292-6811.
New Fresh young talent for exposure,
singers dancers, musicians. New Night
Club, "Show Case East" 3469 McKee
Rd. Call 258-7521.
WANTED SHOE SALES: Pert time Tues.
& Thurs, only from either 12:00 or 1:00
until either 9:00 or 9.30. Apply J. M.
McDonald 1600 Saratoga Ave. S. J.
FEMALE WAITRESS. $20/wk. Part time
hrs, to be arranged. 295-9691. 655 N.
6th St. Mathis International Restaurant,
Closed Monday.
WE NEED HELP - Part time or full
Men, Women, Students, $100-$800/mo.
New manuf. co. has several positions.
NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING
GAINED. 967.4341.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
cosy hn use. Own is rv. 538 S. 8th
Street. San Jose.
GROOVY 3 bedroom, 2 bath hot.se
needs 2 girls. $60/mo. 11th St. 297-08C3.
WANTED: Roommates for 3 bedrooduplex. Upper Div, and non-smoker pent
ferred. Call 379.3352 after 6 ilrm
VERY LARGE APT. for 4/2 bdrm. Cr
6/3 bdrm. 2 bath. $55 each. 550 S. 1 I th.
Call 194-2426.
2 BEDROOM APT., for rent. New paint
lob, the works! $190/mo. Reed Apts.
,nh & Reed Sts., 3 blks. from campus
297-261 1 .
W-GLEN 4-bdrm./2 bath/dining room/
living room. 2 car garage - Call after
4:00 p.m. 948-0404 or 265-3454.
ROOM AVAILABLE in Moulder Hall.
Meal Ticket included. Contact at 498
S. 10th upstairs.
ROOMS WITH kitchen privileges for
serious female students. Four blocks from
campus: 287-3125, after 2 p.m. singles
$60. doubles $45.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Senior
or grad. preferred. To share with 3 other
girls. $37.50/mo. 294-1084.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
Apt. one block from campus. 476 S.
7th 292-8152.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Immediately at Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo.
Call 259 7621 or 251-9604 after 6 p.m.
URGENT: Dorm Room Available in
Co-ed Allen Hall, Call 287-7259. Ask
for Gordon, Linda or tv1Jrtr.
LOST AND FOUND lel

REWARD: My Yellow Schwinn Paramount
bike (serial *H621) was stolen last
Fri. I will pay $25 for info, leading to
recovery. Bob. 293-2682.
LOST: TINY BLACK PUPPY - WHITE
"GRAND PRIX" October 24, Morris PAWS & TAIL - POODLE/TERRIER.
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
ARGA: 12th St. & San Carlos on
TEMPORARY BABYSITTING or house- 9/22/69. REWARD. Call Pat 2930400.
work, no fee Heather:lee Agency 2963533.
PERSONALS Ill
STUDENTS - Part Time Work. Must be
neat, have good personality and your
welcome P.W. JACOBS and
own car. Triad Corp. Product Identifica- YOU’RE
tion Div. For interviews call 294.6725 D.B. HILTON.
Ext. 5.
WANTED: TRAVELING PARTNER INAHASHER for College Board nq House MEDIATELY. Call Amaral 293-0400.
292.7278.
FREE TO GOOD HOME - Male neutered cat, 0/2 yr. Playful, loveable. All
HOUSING 151
shots. Must move. 243.9198 anytime.
ARE YOU SINGLE AND ON THE PILL?
NOW RENTING: Hotel St. Claire. Per- Need interviews for documentary. All
manent occupancy $125 & up/mo. $42.50 kept personal - Contact Evelyn 272& up/wk. All services available.
1502.
WANT MALE ROOMMATES - for furnwas your 18th, Pluto?
How
ished apt. 529 S. 10th St. *9. Drop by
before 1000 a.m. and after 9:00 p.m.
E. Byron Chickenlips.

lEn
oth

OPEN 7am to 12 pm

AND SAN

SALVADOR
287-2926

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
EINE

FRESH SANDWICHES FOR LUNCH
HOT COFFEE AND DONUTS
SLURPLLS---(THE GREATEST MIXER EVER)
KEG BEER
HAVE LUNCH FOR 504
There will be a 36’ by 2 fir
advertising area ’pen to both
the Art and Dr.rna D.P.Irtt,ts1.

,.V34 VALUABLE COUPONM
SANDWICH
6th Street
Store

ONLY

AND

SLURPEE

ONLY 50 0
with this coupon

$ .1gpavamTaa Al*"+;1,113i1;

40
(10C size)

11th

Street

Store

ONLY

3
4
5
6

linos
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addr
tional line

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.503.00

2.00
2.503.00
3.50

.50

.50

CHECK
(=j Announcements (1)
0
0 Automotive (2)
0
0 For 3.018 (3)
0

IRONING: 15 cents an item. Call Helen
after 6 p.m. 265-6856.
The Three of Us Grad. Students doing
professional Carp. & Painting at less
than professional prices, experienced.
Call 779-2636. Greg.
TRANSPORTATION (91
JET CHARTERS to Europe & New York
f tom $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
Prof. David Maga at 293-1033.

To Place
an ad:

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

-

One day

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master - Reports -- Dissertations.
Mdrianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

TUES.-THURS.
10-12 2:30-3:30

If

_

q
_

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

we rewri NIGH& SALARIES AN’ MORE 0211-lbe
lltnleFlYs Ftnz TEACHER5 - -THEY COME AhlD GO SO Fee.A AgaiN0 HERE
NO STUOENT" GROUP HAS TIME TO BUILO A Te-fr fte ON THEM,"

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(rant approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Mntmum
Three lines
One day

TYPING. Near College. Neat. Reasonable. Corrections Made. Mrs. Taylor,
292-4590,
RENT
A
TAPE
RECORDER
Call 251-2598

MON.-WED.-FRI.
- 1:30-3:30
I

FOR SALE 01
EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINwith purchase of Gold Earrings.
$7.50) Call for appointment. 297.
Evelyn’s, 40 S. I st St. Downtown.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Fars. Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11.6. Closed Mondays,

CAMPUS DATING SERVICE Interesting,
$2. For Life. 296.3533 days.

N

FREE
LESS
(from
6522.

ICE COLD BEER AND POP

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244.6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esche’s, 251-2598,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for portraits, advertisements, weddings, models,
composites & portfolios, and for any
other photo purpose. Call Rich Kelso
286-1139.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also.
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.

Office - J206

’63 RENAULT: Good Condition. Very
Clean. Only $335 or best offer. Call
Fred 286.3566,

both 7 -Eleven Food Stores have:

SERVICES (81

Classified Adv.

1953 BUICK HARDTOP, stick shift.
clean, r
I
$100 or best offer.
4.
76 S. 11,
65 GTO, EXCEL, COND. ORIG.
OWNER. ISKY cam, MALLORY dint.,
Ram Air. CC d & milled heads, Spec.
modified
suspension,
Wide
Ovals,
metallic brakes. POSI., Much more. Must
see and drive. $1675, phone Bob at
379.6456.

11th AND SAN CARLOS
292-9105

THETA XI RECEPTION. Al. male Sri, ow, 330 - 5,30.
du,’, nkrn nd
Thurs. & Fr... Oct. 23 & 24. Almaden
Union.
.dent
N.,.
S
Room,

Come to:

BSA HORNET 66. Perfect Cond. Must
see to arereciate. 650cc. Call 287.0439.

10 7 -ELEVEN STORES

tlue
OTE

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Library Tours

/

71

-

Three days

Four days

2.25
2.74
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90-3.40
3.90

.50

.50

Five days

2.50
-3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $
Phone

City
A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personate (7)
Help Wanted (4)
0 Services (8)
Housing (5)
0 Trenaportation (9)
lerat and Found (6)

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after piecing for ad to aposer.

Days

,

